Energy, Chemical and
Petrochemical Sectors

Ensuring Security and Safety
in the Energy, Chemical and Petrochemical Sectors

G4S Offers Solutions for the Changing Face of Security

Your Challenges

G4S knows energy, chemical and petrochemical
industries face a series of increasing security
challenges. From evolving federal regulations,
maintaining impeccable safety records, developing
emergency and disaster plans to protecting
intellectual property, we know your security needs
are unlike any other.

Our Solutions Strategies

In more than 120 countries around the world,
G4S provides answers for this complex sector
as a security solutions expert with substantial
resources, technology and strategies. G4S
integrates its own technology, engineering and
design, emergency response and the very
best security officers, into seamless solutions
for your specific needs.

Our Services

From riskbased analysis and planning, providing
technology and manpower, G4S is the leader in
energy, chemical and petrochemical security.
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Safety Programs

As the leading provider of security
services to the energy, chemical
and petrochemical sector in the
United States, G4S has developed
a corporate culture that has
resulted in one of the best safety
records in the industry. With
dedicated national, regional
& local safety resources and
training programs, G4S brings
the right safety prevention and
management components to
your facility.

Custom Protection Officer ®, CPO

The G4S CPO is an elite security
professional with specific
qualifications, screening and
training for complex industries
with above average risk or
considerable government
regulation.

Qualifications

All G4S CPO officers have military
or law enforcement backgrounds
or hold a college degree in the
criminal justice field.

Screening

All G4S CPO officers are
subjected to a stringent G4S
background investigation and
psychological assessment.

Training

All G4S CPO officers complete a
G4S 50hour chemical &
petrochemical training program
focused on industry safety,
antiterrorism, CFATS or MTSA
regulations, as well as other
topics critical to the safe and
secure operation of a chemical /
petrochemical facility.
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Investigations

Energy, chemical and petrochemical companies
invest substantial funds in finding natural resources,
then developing innovative ways to process and utilize
those assets for a competitive advantage. G4S offers
specialized investigation services that combat internal
and external threats to your workplace, operations and
research & development programs including:
Database investigations
Corporate risk investigations
Safe2Say anonymous hotlines
Surveillance solutions
Workers’ compensation investigations
Suspicious claims and fire investigations

Emergency And Disaster Security Response

G4S has extensive worldwide experience in providing
security before, during and after all levels of emergencies
in the energy, chemical and petrochemical sector.
Historically, our unmatched experience in emergency
security response has allowed strategic customers to
operate after hurricanes, earthquakes, floods,
environmental catastrophes, terror threats and labor
disputes. G4S will assist you with emergency response
planning and a confidential risk analysis that will identify
critical assets. At the time of the incident, G4S will be
ready to deploy highly trained Custom Protection Officer ®
personnel to secure your affected facilities.

Offering G4S Technologies

G4S has substantial resources and industryspecific
expertise to analyze, plan and then implement
individualized technological components to meet your
comprehensive needs. With our G4S engineering and
design capabilities, we can secure your people, assets,
building environments and products. G4S is a leader
in providing technology solutions for a single facility
or a nationwide corporate network. Some of our
G4S technology solutions include:
Access control and card readers
Facilities management
Remote guarding
Alarm monitoring and response
Digital video
Command and control

Security Administration Technology, Secure Trax™
The exclusive G4S technology solution, Secure Trax™,
provides critical, realtime information for management
and security officers at your facility. Secure Trax™
provides:
Realtime flow of security and business information
Incident reporting
Safety notifications
Facilities maintenance reporting
GPS officer location
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G4S is the Leading Global Security Provider
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